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Creative Dock is a company building digital businesses from an idea to scale.

In 2019, Creative Dock conducted a research 
on the European market and found that there 
is plenty of room for a new product in the pet 
insurance product in Germany. 

Pet Insurance
Creative Dock GmbH

With the arrival of COVID-19, the investor 
reconsidered the investment and decided to stop 
the project funding. Because we were unable to 
�nd a new investor quickly enough, the project 
was shelved.

Unexpected result

Product Designer 
Senior UX Designer

My Role

Contractor
Employment Relationship

12/2019 – 6/2020
Timeline



The new insurance was to be cost-optimized, automate as many 
processes as possible and minimize customers' efforts.

Our task was to build a product from scratch. 
Establish a team, �nd and validate a business model, 
partners, create a product and start a company.

Validate, launch  & 
scale the product

Our task



I joined the project after a basic research of the European market was 
conducted. In Germany, online Fake Sale was already taking place.

The team was distributed across multiple locations. 
People worked from Berlin, Brno, Munich and Prague. 
At the time of restricted movement due to COVID-19, 
we all worked remotely, from our homes.

Distributed  & 
well-organized

The team



Started…
GET
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Before switching from one strategy to another, we repeatedly evaluated 
if it made sense to continue working on the project.

We started with a white-label product. Since then, the 
strategy has been modi�ed several times. It was most 
signi�cantly a�ected by the emergence of COVID-19. 
A few weeks into its outbreak in Europe, we were 
working on a product for end users.

Learn, Validate,  
Adapt, Repeat

Go To Market strategy



Decisions must be based on data. This meant that we had to have research results 
and valid outputs at hand. And this is only possible if the research is conducted 
continuously.

"Prove it or Kill it" is a simple approach based on hypotheses 
validation. It's an endless, iterative, structured process focused 
on reducing risks. The goal is to �nd out, as soon as possible, 
at the lowest possible costs, whether the project goes in the 
right direction or whether it makes sense to continue at all.

Prove it  or 
Kill it

Delivery strategy



Brief  &  Strategy 

Research 

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation 

Interactive Prototypes  &  User Testing 

Solution Documentation 

Handover to development

01

02

03

04

05

06

We divided each project phase into smaller parts, which we 
processed according to their priorities. For each of them I 
followed the process below:

Iterative delivery  &  
ongoing validation

Delivery process

Project shelved

Invoice processing

Regular care

Desktop versions

Diagnostics

Pet Club

Pet Club

Business Models

Value Propositions

Customer zone

Terminology

Document templates

Back-office app

Brand

New website

New insurance claim

Customer registration

Fake Sale

Preliminary research

Project start

I PARTICIPATED IN THE FOLLOWING PARTS



Happen…

IT
Let's Make
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Marketing and UX research 

Conducting various workshops 

In-depth Interviews with potential customers 

Creation of Personas and a CJMs and Touchpoints Map

Very intensive, continuous research and testing of different parts of the 
product often took place in parallel or in close sequence. The research I 
made included:

Research
Delivery

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

02

Delivery Process



I started the cooperation by preparing and conducting  
a workshop for mapping customer segments and �nding 
suitable value propositions. To verify them, I de�ned 
tests that I personally conducted in the Czech Republic. 
In Germany, I participated in the testing partly in person 
and partly remotely. The results disproved some of our 
hypotheses and had a major impact on the design of 
several components of the product.

Research
Delivery

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

02

Delivery Process



One of our hypotheses was that users want Terms and Conditions to be 

as simple and as short as possible. Testing in the Czech Republic 

confirmed this hypothesis. However, this wasn't the case in Germany. 

Germans tend to read Terms and Conditions through to the very end, 

even in the case of a 40-page document. This behavior is so deep-

rooted that Germans specifically require very precise, and therefore, 

longer Terms and Conditions. A short, clear document aroused their 

suspicion.  

 

That surprised us. It turned out that the difference was affected by 

the level of consumers' legal protection in the respective countries. 

In the Czech Republic, consumers are much better protected by the 

legislation from unfair practices than in Germany. Which means German 

consumers must be more careful about what they sign.

Selected insight

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

02

Delivery Process



Co-de�nition of the product vision 

Co-de�nition of the brand, its values and properties 

Co-creation of value propositions and business models 

Design and leading of the value proposition testing 

Analysis, design and testing of solution concepts

After validating the hypotheses, I focused on finding possible solutions, which 
meant performing the following steps:

Ideation  &  
Feasibility Evaluation

Delivery

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

03

Delivery Process



The sketched processes and UI allowed me to easily 
communicate with other team members. Discussions 
were more fact-oriented and time-e�cient, and fewer 
misunderstandings occurred.  
 
Together with the delivery team, we veri�ed the feasibility 
of the most promising wireframes.

Ideation  &  
Feasibility Evaluation

Delivery

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

03

Delivery Process



Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

Long-term evaluation

03

Delivery Process

Screens' flow

Sketches: Registration process Sketches: Registration process



Multiple rounds of testing 

Multiple fully interactive prototypes 

Design and testing of test scenarios 

Supervision of testing & collaboration on their evaluation

To find the best solution, I prepared, conducted and evaluated 
Usefulness Testing and Usability Testing involving:

Interactive Prototypes  &  
User Testing

Delivery

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

Long-term evaluation

04

Delivery Process



Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

Long-term evaluation

04

Delivery Process

Interactive prototype (Figma)

User registration: Final Design



Transcripts and evaluation of all interviews 

Interactive prototypes 

Description of the solution 

Prototypes testing evaluation

While working on each part of the app, I created the following artifacts 
as the main source of knowledge for the delivery teams:

Solution 
Documentation

Delivery

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development

05

Delivery Process



Design System: Calendar Components Visual for Marketing Purposes

Selected visuals
Solution Documentation



Back office app



Research results for a given part of the product 

Proposed solution 

Testing results 

Expected next steps

After I finished the documentation we organized a handover meeting with 
the delivery team, where I presented:

Handover to 
development

Delivery

Brief  &  Delivery Strategy

Research

Ideation  &  Feasibility Evaluation

Interactive Prototype  &  User Testing

Solution Documentation

Handover to development06

Delivery Process



Feedback…
Client

My
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Katka Mikulková
Insurtech Project Lead 
Creative Dock GmbH

„
Jiri developed pet insurance with us from scratch. Of course, he was 

absolutely professional when it came to UX and was able to create fully 

digital flows of the purchase, claims or even CRM processes. But on top 

of that, Jiri was able to challenge the product, our understanding of the 

customer problems and even the purpose of the venture. 

 

This made him the key member of our team. In the end, he didn't just 

design all UX for the pet insurance we were developing, but he also co-

created the pet insurance proposition as such. It's very hard to stumble 

upon someone as engaged and aware of the dependencies between the 

customer needs, product, UX, brand, marketing, sales and success. 

Thank you Jiri for that!



Ondřej Mašek
Product lead for insurance and fintech projects 
CreativeDock s.r.o.

„
I had the pleasure to work with Jiri for 6 months. Originally I hired 

him as a UX Designer, but I quickly learned that his skills and 

expertise go quite beyond that. 

 

Jiri helped us tremendously to identify the customer pain points, set  

the business model, design the solution, test it and prepare the prototype 

within a few days. His methodology proved to be very valuable. 

 

For me, Jiri is mainly an excellent Product Designer and problem 

solver with a strong orientation on customer needs. He is able to 

explain, teach and train others to be better in customer-centric design.



Learned…
Lessons
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Building a while-label product using a highly 
business-oriented start-up approach may sometimes 
be very frustrating for a designer. Emphasis is put 
primarily on real value for the customer (bene�ts, 
simple processes). Brand, even its visual part, is not 
essential, and so it usually gets little attention. 
Handing in "intentionally visually naked" solutions 
sometimes required lots of emotional e�ort.

Frustrating White Label
Lessons learned



Creating and maintaining a consistent brand, its values 
and properties across the entire product over time is 
primarily about everyday work and communication. 
The team needs a brand ambassador who will help to 
integrate the brand into all parts of the product. It can 
be a marketer, a designer or a product manager, but 
someone must take the role.

Brand Building
Lessons learned



I've participated in many start-ups. However, this one was 
signi�cantly di�erent from the others. Creative Dock has years 
of experience in building companies. Well-managed processes, 
high pace, regular prove-or-kill meetings, a senior team, strong 
focus on pro�tability and critical cost management. 
 
Working in such an environment requires a speci�c mindset. 
Just because you're working on a project today doesn't mean 
you'll be working on it the next week. If there's no work for you, 
you're out, nothing personal. You must understand that it's not 
about you. You're building a product together, as a team, at 
 a minimal cost. It's your contribution that counts, not the time 
you spend on the project.

Mindset
Lessons learned



Marketing and UX Research (primary and secondary) 

Design and conducting of workshops  

Co-de�nition of the product vision, its sharing with the team 

Co-de�nition of the brand, its values and properties 

Co-creation and testing of value propositions and business models 

Analysis, design and testing of solution concepts 

Leading and co-creation of personas, CJMs and a Touchpoint Map 

Analysis, design, testing and optimization of processes 

Creation of a Design System 

Creation of marketing materials 

Creation of wireframes and interactive prototypes 

Design and testing of test scenarios 

Supervision of testing and collaboration on their evaluation

Services Provided
What did I work on?

1 000
hours spent

Training & Coaching

7 %

Strategy

15 %

Research

23 %

Design & Testing

45 %



Design Strategist | Workshop Facilitator | Product & Service Designer | UX Consultant

JIRI RUSNAK
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